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Arterial spin labelling (ASL) allows absolute quantication of CBF via a diusible intrinsic tracer (magnetically labelled blood
water) that disperses from the vascular system into neighbouring tissue. us, it can provide absolute CBF quantication, which
eliminates the need for the contrast agent, and can be performed repeatedly. is review will focus on the common ASL ac-
quisition techniques (continuous, pulsed, and pseudocontinuous ASL) and how ASL image quality might be aected by intrinsic
factors that may bias the CBF measurements. We also provide suggestions to mitigate these risks, model appropriately the
acquired signal, increase the image quality, and hence estimate the reliability of the CBF, which consists an important noninvasive
biomarker. Emerging methodologies for extraction of new ASL-based biomarkers, such as arterial arrival time (AAT) and arterial
blood volume (aBV), will be also briey discussed.
1. Introduction
Histopathologic assessment is considered to be the gold
standard for brain tumour diagnosis. However, it suers from
several limitations including sampling errors and its de-
pendence on invasive biopsies or surgical removal of a tu-
mour [1]. Imaging modalities in clinical settings can therefore
make a great contribution towards determining the most
appropriate treatment. In particular, MRI plays a leading role
in all phases of tumour management, including diagnosis,
therapy, and follow-up due to the noninvasive nature and
sensitivity to soft tissue changes. Conventional MRI images
help us to determine tumour morphology and the in-
volvement location among brain tissue of normal appearance
by using imaging contrasts such as T1 and T2 weighted
images (T1-W and T2-W, resp.), while uid-attenuated in-
version recovery (FLAIR) provides information regarding
oedema. Additionally T1-W postcontrast allows the clinician
to identify any regions of blood brain barrier (BBB) disruption
[2, 3]. However, some low-grade gliomas demonstrate
contrast uptake, while a lack of enhancement may be found in
some high-grade gliomas [4].
Tumour growth beyond 1 to 2 cm in diameter depends on
vessel formation (angiogenesis) to supply blood and nutrition
to the tumour tissue. is angiogenesis plays a critical role in
tumour survival, development, andmalignant transformation
[5, 6]. Additionally, angiogenesis reects the tumour type [7]
and they are a key element of tumour pathophysiology [8].
Cerebral perfusion at the capillary level yields accurate in-
formation about tumour neoangiogenesis [9–11]. is,
known as cerebral blood ow (CBF), refers to the delivery of
blood volume to an element of tissue at the capillary level in
a given period of time (ml/100 gm/min).
Absolute quantication of CBF requires a diusible
tracer that disperses from the vascular system into neigh-
bouring tissue. However, an intravascular contrast injection
(nondiusible), while unable to absolutely quantify CBF, can
infer it by using the central volume principle [12, 13] (ce-
rebral blood ow calculated as a ratio between blood volume
in a given volume of tissue and the average time for the tracer
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to pass through this volume). Both diusible and in-
travascular tracers reveal haemodynamic measurements
known collectively as perfusion imaging. Perfusion MRI is
a functional imaging method that produces advanced image
contrast, and such images provide quantitative measure-
ments that reect relevant functional characteristics such as
CBF and cerebral blood volume (CBV). ese measurements
mirror the regional hemodynamic of the microvasculatures,
which in turn represents the cerebral metabolic demand [14]
such as tumour pathophysiology [8]. For example, glioma
progression has been indicated to be strongly reliant on such
angiogenesis [7], so high perfusion rates reect tumour
malignancy [7]. So, perfusion MRI methods can provide
information regarding angiogenesis.
e three most common perfusion MRI methods are
dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC), which exploits the
magnetic eld-susceptibility caused by the rst pass of a high
concentration of an extrinsic contrast agent using dynamic
T2, dynamic contrast enhancement (DCE), which also uses
an extrinsic contrast agent followed by dynamic T1-W, and
arterial spin labelling (ASL), which uses magnetically la-
belled blood water as an inherently diusible tracer. ASL
takes advantage of using the arterial blood water as an in-
herent diusible tracer, subsequently, oering a noninvasive
imaging method that generates absolute cerebral blood ow
quantication. ASL, as suggested by previous studies, could
be a reliable alternative to other invasive perfusion tech-
niques such as DSC [15, 16] and positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) [17, 18]. is review therefore focuses on the
methodological background of ASL and its application in
brain tumours.
2. ASL Main Principle
e main principle of the ASL technique is shown in
Figure 1, and its goal is to quantify CBF or the blood delivery
rate to a regional voxel of brain tissue in the target image
slice. us, a 180 RF pulse is applied at the labelling plane,
which is upstream of the target image slice, to invert the
blood water magnetisation. e tagged blood water owing
into the brain tissue is proportional to the CBF. After an
appropriate delay time, also known as inversion time or
postlabelling delay time (TI/PLD), the labelled magnet-
isation reaches the slice of interest in a period known as
arterial arrival time or transit time (AAT), and the image
slice is acquired (raw data). In order to extract the perfusion
information, the same experiment is then repeated without
inversion of the blood water magnetisation. After the same
delay time, TI, the control image is obtained. By subtracting
the static tissue through the dierence between the tagged
image and the control image, the ASL dierence image is
created. e dierence signals reect the tagged blood water
magnetisation that arrived to the image slice during TI, and
hence these signals are directly proportional to the CBF [19].
In an ideal ASL experiment, within the control image, the
blood water magnetisation is fully relaxed (M0a). However,
following the application of the inversion pulse, the mag-
netisation (−M0a) brought to the labelled image by the local
blood ow (f) during time delay (TI) is−M0a∗f∗TI. (1)
e dierence signal between the longitudinal mag-
netisation of the control and label images (ΔM) isΔM  2M0a∗f∗TI. (2)
In the case of imaged tissue where TI≈ 1 sec, and 100ml
of tagged blood volume is delivered in a normal ow rate of
60ml/min, the magnetisation variation will be around 1%.
is example reects the main drawback of ASL images,
which is their weak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). is problem
will be discussed latter.Moreover, since the signal dierence is
around 1%, it is important that this is connected to the








































Figure 1: e drawing shows the main mechanisms of arterial spin labelling (ASL). e labelling image is acquired using blood water as
a diusible tracer. (a) e proximal labelling plane to the imaging target point where the owing protons are magnetically labelled via
inversion (blue arrows); (b) during a delay time, TI, the tagged blood water leaves the label plane and starts to disperse into tissue at the
image plane; (c) the labelled image is obtained. e control image is acquired without a labelling pulse in order to extract the tagged blood
water from the static tissue (green arrows). Subtracting the two images (control−labelled) leaves the tagged protons, which are directly
proportional to the tissue perfusion.
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and control images should therefore have identical static
tissue signals for successful measurement.
3. CBF Quantification Models
ASL images are usually provided as raw data (source im-
ages). ese images must undergo computation processes to
provide a CBF map. is map then subsequently undergoes
qualitative and/or quantitative evaluation. It is important to
utilise a detailed model that combines the process of kinetics
and relaxation, in order to extract a reliable quantitative
measurement from the ASL data.
3.1. T1 Model. A modication of the Bloch equation for
longitudinal magnetisation to include the ow eect
according to Fick’s principle (dierence between delivery
and clearance of substance in blood is proportional to the





+ fMa(t) −fMv(t), (3)
where M0 is the longitudinal magnetisation of the tissue at
the equilibrium andM,Ma, andMv are the time-dependent
longitudinal magnetizations of the tissue, arterial, and venous
blood, respectively. is is known as the T1-quantication
model [20]. As previously mentioned, the ASL dierence
image reects the concentration of the delivered magnet-
isation. is dierence from the equilibrium will help us to
see the impact of ow on the apparent relaxation time
T1 app. us, it can be assumed that the ow delivers
magnetisation:
fM0adt( ), (4)
as well as clearing it
(fMvdt), (5)
and that these actions occur concurrently. Furthermore, by
considering two assumptions, the relationship between the
magnetisation of blood and tissue can be claried. First,
brain tissue can be considered as a well-mixed compartment,
given by
Mv(t)  M(t)/λ, (6)
where λ is the volume distribution between tissue and blood,
which describes an equilibrium distribution of tracer be-
tween the tissue and blood. e second assumption, fully
relaxed blood magnetisationM0a during equilibrium equals
to M0/λ; thus, the magnetisation change because of ow
from (4–6) is given by
dM(flow)  fM0a(t)−fMv(t)  M0 −M(t)( )fdtλ .
(7)







M0 −M(t)( ). (8)
Additionally, labelled blood ow leads to a time-
dependent decrease in the longitudinal magnetisation M0
with an apparent time constant T1 app; its magnitude de-









and in the case of a steady state,M0 decrease to longitudinal







3.2. General Kinetic Model. e previous model did not
include any potential systematic error in ASL. ese errors
can arise for several reasons, including variable transit time,
exchanges of tagged water between the capillaries and tissue
and its impact on the T1 relaxation time, and incomplete
tagged water extraction from the capillaries. A more general
model that is exible enough to include the potential sys-
tematic error in ASL can be created based on the general
kinetic model [21]. is model considers the dierence
signal (ΔM) as a concentration of a tracer (magnetisation)
that is delivered by ow and remains in the tissue at time t.
e amount of remaining magnetisation at time t will de-
pend on the delivery of the magnetisation by the arterial ow
and clearance via venous ow and longitudinal magnet-
isation. To describe the process of delivery and clearance,
three functions time have to be dened:
(i) e delivery function, C(t), is the amount of
magnetisation arriving the voxel at time t.
(ii) e residue function, R(t), is the fraction of the
remaining tagged water at time t after arrival in the
voxel.
(iii) And the magnetisation relaxation function,M(t), is
the fraction of the remaining longitudinal mag-
netisation that is carried by the tagged water at time
t after arrival.
Here, the potential systematic error in ASL can be taken
into account by using the appropriate form of these time
functions. In order to dene the appropriate form of the
functions, three key assumptions are required for the standard
model. e rst assumption, as displayed in Figure 2, is
that before the initial transit time (Δt), no labelled blood
Δt Δt + τ
= 1, if the blood arrives fully
inverted in the tagged image
and fully relaxed in the control
image 
C(t) = 0 C(t) = 00 < C(t) ≤ 1
Figure 2: A drawing showing the delivery function C(t), which is
not zero at Δt + τΔt< t<Δt + τ.
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arrives. In contrast, after Δt and as the tagged blood con-
tinues to arrive as long as the duration of the arterial bolus
(Δt + τ), the delivery function is given by
C(t)  e−(t/T1b), PASL and one single pulse,
C(t)  e−(Δt/T1b), CASL and long pulse. (11)
e second assumption is that the kinetics of the water
exchange between the tissue and blood are assumed to follow
the rules of “single-compartment kinetics”. In other words,
there is a rapid exchange between any subcompartments that
exist among these tissues, leading to a constant tissue
concentration as a time function. In particular, by assuming
a constant concentration ratio between tissue and venous
areas which is equal to the tissue/blood water partition
coe«cient, the residue function is given by
r(t)  e−ft/λ. (12)
e third assumption is that, immediately after the
tagged water molecules arriving the voxel, they are totally
extracted from the vascular space so that the tagging will
decay with the relaxation time T1 of the tissue, given by
m(t)  e−t/T1. (13)




e−Δt/T1bCASL Δt< t<Δt + τ
0,

r(t)  e−ft/λ, Δt + τ < t,
m(t)  e−t/T1,
(14)
where Δt is the tagged blood initial arrival time, τ is the
duration of the arterial bolus (bolus width), and Δt + τ
expresses the continuous delivery of the labelled blood to an
imaging slice as long as the bolus width.
Using a modied equation based on indicator-dilution
theory [13], for any agent that is not metabolized, the tissue
concentration curve Ct(t) is the convolution (∗) of the
arterial concentration curve C(t) with the local impulse
function R(t):
Ct(t)  fC(t)∗R(t), (15)
where the impulse function in ASL includes r(t) and m(t).
Following the inversion pulse, the arterial magnetisation
dierence is ΔM  2M0a. (16)
which is delivered by ow to the voxel as
2M0afC(t). (17)
us, a measure of cerebral perfusion using the freely
diusible indicator-dilution theory [21] and applying (17) to
(15) is given byΔM(t)  2M0afC(t)∗ [r(t)m(t)], (18)
where ∗ refers to convolution and the brackets denote the
integral of the time dimension (duration of the arterial
bolus).
Applying the assumptions from (14) to (18) gives the
following solution for PASL:
ΔM(t) 
0, 0< t<Δt−2M0a · α · f
δR
e−R1a·t 1− e−δR(t−Δt)( ), Δt< t<Δt + τ−2M0a · α · f
δR
e−R1a·Δt 1− eδR(t−Δt)( ) · e−R1app(t−(Δt+τ)), Δt + τ < t,

(19)
where α is the inversion e«ciency, R1a is the blood
relaxation rate, and R1app is the apparent tissue re-
laxation rate where δR  R1a−R1app. Each part of the solution of the general kinetic model takes placeover a specic duration as displayed on the curve inFigure 3.





C(t) = e–Δt/T1b CASL









Figure 3: General kinetic model curve illustrating the dierence in
the delivery bolus C(t) between CASL and PASL. Where the
uppermost curve represents the CASL, and the lower curve rep-
resents the PASL. Respectively, the blue, red, and light blue boxes
represent the dierent part of the general kinetic model.
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Quantitative perfusion estimates based on ASL can be
derived from several models. For simplicity, the kinetic
model that is shown before has been proposed in the white
paper [22] with certain speciﬁc assumptions that quantify
the CBF from the ASL raw data at a single delay time. (ose
three main assumptions are as follows. First, the whole
magnetisation bolus (tagged blood) received by the tissue of
interest as long as the delay time is longer than the arterial
arrival time (AAT). Second, there is retention of the bolus
within the tissue (no outﬂow condition) due to the large
water pool. (ird, the magnetisation of the labelled blood
water decreases due to T1a. Although the last assumption is
not strictly true, the related error is typically relatively small
because of the small diﬀerence between the T1 relaxation of
the tissue and blood. Subsequently, the CBF can be quan-
tiﬁed in each voxel for PCASL using
CBF �
6000 · λ · (SI control− SI label) · ePLD/T1a
2 · α · T1a · SIPD · 1− e−τ/T1a( ) [ml/100 g/min]. (20)
(e equation for QUIPSS II PASL is
CBF �
6000 · λ · (SI control− SI label) · eTI/T1a
2 · α · TI1 · SIPD
[ml/100 g/min], (21)
where this calculation contains constants values, measured
values for each subject, and ﬁxed durations for each ac-
quisition. (e constant values are a factor of 6000, used to
convert the CBF unit of ml/g/s to ml/100 g/min; λ is the
water blood/water partition coeﬃcient, determined as
0.9ml/g; α, which is the labelling eﬃciency and depends on
the labelling approach used (for PCASL, α� 0.85, and for
PASL, α� 0.98) [22]; and T1a is the blood relaxation time,
which is approximately equal to 1650ms at 3 tesla [23]. (e
measured values, SI control and SI label, are the average
signal intensity of the control and label images, respectively.
Additionally, ameasured value of proton density signal intensity,
SIPD is used as a scaling image for the ASL diﬀerence image to
allow an absolute CBF quantiﬁcation because it provides fully
relaxed signal intensity of blood. (e ﬁxed duration values are
the labelling duration τ which for the PCASL recommended to
be 1800ms, while for the PASL is recommended to be 15 to
20 cm tagging slab thickness. (e delay time for PCASL is
therefore PLD, and for the QUIPSS II PASL, it is TI.
4. Arterial Spin Labelling Approaches
ASL uses adiabatic pulse instead of standard RF pulses.
Standard RF pulse is applied orthogonally to the main
magnetic ﬁeld (static ﬁeld (B0)) and uses ﬁxed frequency
opposed to adiabatic pulse which is a class of RF pulse that is
frequency and amplitude modulated as a function of time. In
brief as the spins under the static ﬁeld (B0) precess at their
resonance frequency (f0), an RF ﬁeld (B1) is applied in
a gradual manner until frequency and amplitude change as
a function of time (from below-resonance to resonance and
beyond-resonance). In this way, the resulting magnetisation
vector is inverted. (is pulse type has advantages in terms of
tolerance B0 inhomogeneity, and it is less sensitive to B1
miscalibration. In addition, adiabatic inversion helps us to
create a sharp slice proﬁle and hence allows better de-
termination and a clear arterial bolus width [24].
As mentioned above the static spins have to be the same
among both labelled and control images in order to extract
the CBF precisely. (e longitudinal magnetisation of the
static spins in the label image is, however, aﬀected by the oﬀ-
resonance pulse through the magnetisation transfer (MT)
eﬀects (Figure 4). Subsequently, the labelled image will have
less static spins than the control image. Accordingly, ASL
diﬀerence images contain biased signals from the static
tissue, which results in CBF overestimation. To overcome
this, the control images must produce the same MT eﬀects
without retagging the arterial blood water. (is is achieved
by applying the same inversion pulse distally to the slice of
interest. In this case, the MT eﬀects in the control image
cancel out the MT eﬀects that are induced in the labelling
image by the labelling pulse [25–27].
(e ASL labelling approach can be categorized into two




Figure 4: Impact of the MTeﬀect on perfusion evaluation. (is eﬀect causes a reduction in the static tissue in the labelling image leading to
a subsequent overestimating of perfusion quantiﬁcation. Static tissue is represented by green arrows and tagged blood water by blue arrows.
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[19, 28, 29] and pulse arterial spin labelling (PASL) [30–33].
ese approaches are fundamentally dierent in the extent
location and the lasting duration of the labelling plane.
4.1. ContinuousArterial Spin Labelling. In this approach, the
owing blood water is continuously inverted at the location
of the feeding artery (neck) among the inversion plane. Here,
continuous inversion indicates that the RF pulse lasts for
longer than typical RF pulses (around 1 to 3 seconds) [22].
As mentioned previously, the technique of the adiabatic
inversion is used in ASL; however, rather than varying RF
during the pulse, the motion of the owing blood water itself
under a constant gradient can produce a varying frequency
while the RF remains constant, which is referred to as ow-
induced adiabatic inversion (Figure 5) [28]. By applying
a constant gradient in the ow direction, the local resonance
frequency of the owing blood water is changed. At the same
time, a constant RF pulse applied over a small spatial region
will invert the owing blood water when it is on-resonance
(its resonant frequency matches that of the RF pulse). is
small spatial region is dened as the labelling plane, where
the owing blood water magnetisation inverts as it crosses
this plane. is results in a steady stream of tagged blood
water while the RF and gradient are switched on.
A typical control image for CASL in early applications
was acquired with a labelling plane symmetric to that used
in the tagged image but distal to the image plane (Figure 6) in
order to compensate for theMTeects [26]. Although this did
control MTeects, it eectively controlled only a single image
slice. e inversion plane in the control and tagged images
requires a symmetrical location around the imaging slice to
produce the same amount of MT eects in each, so this
solution is not viable for multislice acquisition.
Two techniques have been proposed to control for the
problem of MT eects in case of multislice acquisition. e
rst, proposed by Silva et al., uses two separate RF coils: one
to yield a continuous adiabatic inversion (this is a small
surface coil for tagging, i.e., placed on the location of the
carotid artery) and the other for the image acquisition [34].
is arrangement means that the continuous RF pulse does
not aect the image slices by MT eects. It therefore allows
the creation of a simple control image without distal in-
version from the RF pulse. Moreover, this technique poses
another advantage by allowing labelling of one specic ar-
tery, which is akin of territory mapping of perfusion [35].
However, this approach produces a high local specic ab-
sorption rate (SAR) and requires additional hardware not
generally available in MRI scanner setups.
e second technique was therefore proposed by Alsop
and Detre to compensate for MT eects in multislice image
acquisition. Applying an upstream inversion plane com-
posed of a sine-modulated RF pulse with a gradient identical
to the labelling image results in the production of double
inversion planes. Subsequently, the owing spins are in-
verted through the rst plane and un-inverted in the second.
eoretically, this would result in no tagging eect; however,
in practice, it produces the same MT eects by using the
same overall power as the tagged images.ismethod suers
from a reduction of tagging e«ciency because some of the
inverted spins will not encounter the un-inverted zone, and
there will therefore be a loss of tagging signal during the
subtraction [36].
4.2. Pulsed Arterial Spin Labelling. Pulsed arterial spin la-
belling (PASL) techniques have been developed to deal with
the major problems of CASL of high SAR and RF duty-cycle
requirement accompanying the use of a continuous RF
pulse. Rather than using a continuous RF pulse to invert the
owing spins, PASL applies a slab-selective adiabatic in-
version pulse over a thick band that contains the feed arteries
and which is proximal to the imaging plane. e image is
acquired after a predened delay, which aims at allowing the
tagged water spins to perfuse into the tissue of interest.
Collecting high-quality control images is critical in order to
provide an accurate ASL dierence image. e accurate
control images in ASL generally aim to compensate for the
MT eects by producing similar static spins to those in the
labelling image, with no tagged spins. ere are three main
PASL sequences, and each applies a dierent strategy.
Echo-planar imaging and signal targeting with alter-
nating radiofrequency (EPISTAR) was the rst version of
PASL [31]. As shown in Figure 7, the label image is typically
acquired using a spatial selective tagging pulse over a 10 cm
slab that is 1 cm upstream of the imaging slice. However, due
to the small gap used and the fact that the slice prole of the




Figure 5: Flow-induced adiabatic inversion. By applying a constant
gradient through the ow direction, the owing blood water
gradually changes its local resonance frequency. Simultaneous
constant RF pulse is applied over a small spatial location (the
labelling plane) where it is on-resonance with the local resonance
frequency of the owing blood water. Subsequently, the owing
blood water inverts as it crosses the labelling plane. Tagged blood
water represented by blue arrows and red arrows illustrates the
owing blood water before and after inversion.
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from the tagging plane may aect the imaging plane. Using
a saturation slab on the imaging plane before image acqui-
sition helps us to remove this contamination.
Obtaining a control image presents some di«culties, as
in CASL. In order to adjust for the MTeects in the labelled
image, an identical inversion slab to that used during la-
belling can be applied 1 cm distal to the imaging plane. e
proximity of this inversion slab to the image edge produces
tagged venous blood water that enters the image from above.
ese labelled venous spins result in focal dark spots in
the ASL dierence image. Although this method reects the
CBF change, the exact link between the CBF change and the
alteration in the signal intensity is unknown. In addition to
these drawback of EPISTAR, it is more sensitive to the T1
relaxation time of the blood (T1a) because the tagging is
lost during T1a while the owing spins travel to the im-
aging slice [31].
To overcome the aforementioned problems of EPISTAR,
Kim introduced another PASL strategy in 1995 [32]. e
technique is called ow-sensitive inversion pulse (FAIR),
and it works by subtracting two inversion images, one with
and one without a slice-selective inversion pulse (Figure 8).
e tag image is obtained after a delay time with a nonslice-
selective inversion pulse. As a result, all the spins inside and
outside of the image plane will be inverted, and the spatial
extent of the RF pulse will be as large as the physical RF coil.
is has the advantage of tagging the blood ow entering the
imaging slice from multiple directions; however, it also tags
venous blood ow. e inverted venous spins enter the
tagged image and produces artefacts that appear as bright
signals in the dierence image, rather than dark spots as in
the EPISTAR technique. Moreover, there is no need for
a saturation pulse before image acquisition, as there is no gap
between the label plane and the image slice.
e control image is acquired using the slice-selective
inversion pulse, which is the same as that in the label image.
us, as in the entry slice phenomena, the inverted blood
water is replaced by totally relaxed spins due to blood ow,
while the static spins will remain inverted. As the same
inversion pulse is used in both control and tag images, the
MTeects tend to cancel out.e slice-selective prole is not
perfectly rectangular, so it must be larger than the image
slice. e image is thereby obtained at the centre of the slice-
selective inversion where clean uniform inversions cover the
entire image slice [32, 37].
A third PASL technique that derives from the EPISTAR
method is proximal inversion with a control for o-
resonance eect (PICORE). is method uses an identical
tag image to that used in EPISTAR [33] (Figure 9). However,
the control image is acquired using a shifted RF pulse (o-
resonance) with no gradient. us, they have the same oset
that the tagged image experiences, and hence, the control
image will produce the same MT eects without any in-
version. Since there is no tagging in the control image, it
takes advantages of avoiding tagging the venous blood ow
that enters the image slice from the distal end in contrast to
EPISTAR and FAIR.
As seen previously, these techniques dier in terms of
sensitivity to the inow from the distal end of the image slice,
tag prole, and control acquisition, where choice of one
approach over the other depends on the blood supply ge-
ometry. If the blood supply is entering the slice of interest
form known direction, then PICORE approach will be in
favour because it does no produce any venous tagging.
However, in case of an unknown direction of blood supply,
such as in a watershed area (the region that receives dual
blood supply from furthest distal arterioles of two large ar-
teries), FAIR would be the more conservative approach be-
cause it ensures that all the arterial blood entering the slice of
interest will be tagged. From a labelling viewpoint, PICORE
and FAIR are superior to EPISTAR, but EPISTAR has the













Figure 6: A drawing showing the continuous arterial spin labelling (CASL). Static tissue is shown by green arrows, while tagged blood water
is shown by blue arrows.
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uses identical gradient selection for the labelling plane in both
the control and tagged images and hence balance gradient.
A further consideration that aects the selection of one
tagging approach over another is the inversion slice prole.
To clarify the eect of the inversion slice prole, slice
thickness must be explained rst. Back to the basics of the
slice selection where the thin slice is achieved using a steep
gradient that results in a large frequency dierence between
two points, the range of the frequencies between these points
is called the bandwidth. Beside the steep gradient, a trans-
mitted RF pulse that matches the point of dierence is used,
and this is known as the transmit bandwidth [38]. is RF
pulse will impact the narrow band of frequencies and hence
sharp slice prole fullled, and vice versa for thick slice. In
terms of the eects of the inversion slice prole on the
preference of the tagging method, FAIR, unlike EPISTAR or
PICORE, in the case of single slice imaging, uses thin in-
version slice and hence sharp cuto that is benecial in CBF
quantication [33]. However, this is not true in case of
multislice or large imaging of 3D volume.
4.3. Pseudocontinuous Arterial Spin Labelling. Recently,
a modied version of CASL which overcomes most of the
original technique’s weaknesses has emerged; this is known
as pseudocontinuous arterial spin labelling (PCASL) [29].
is methodmimics the eect of CASL by using a long series
of RF pulses rather than a continuous RF pulse. However,
this results in an aliased tag plane that can be removed by
making the RF pulsemore selective.is is achieved by using
a strong gradient and short-spaced RF pulses. is reduces
the error of phase tracking between the RF pulses and the
owing spins and hence increases labelling e«ciency.
On the tag plane, a pulsed RF and a strong slice-selective
gradient are used with an amplitude of approximately 10
times than that used in CASL. As shows in Figure 10, the
refocusing portion of the slice selection gradient is increased
in amplitude (unbalanced) so that the owing spins accu-
mulate the additional phase. In order to adjust the RF pulse’s
phase to become in-resonance with the owing spin’s ac-
cumulated phase, the n RF pulse phase (Φn) should beΦn c · n ·G ·T ·Z, where c is the gyromagnetic ratio, G is
the average gradient (≈1mT/m in the labelling plane), T is
the spacing of the RF pulses, and Z is the distance from the
gradient isocentre to the particular point at which the
gradient pulse of the labelling plane is applied. On the other
hand, the slice selection gradient is balanced among the
control image with a series of alternating RF pulses
(Figure 11). ese produce a zero-average gradient be-
tween each pair of RF pulses as well as a zero-average B1.
Although this provides no tagging, it creates the same RF
power as that used in the labelling image and hence creates
the same MT eects [29].
PCASL oers advantages over PASL because it produces














































































































































Figure 7: A drawing showing the mechanisms of echo-planar imaging and signal targeting with alternating radiofrequency (EPISTAR).e
labelling image is acquired using a large inversion slab (a) during the application of the proximal tagging; (b) a saturation slab is applied to
the imaging plane in order to remove tagging contamination; (c) the tagged image is obtained after a delay time (TI) during which the tagged
blood water leaves the labelled plane and starts to disperse from the vascular system into tissues at the image plane (arterial arrival time). A
control image is acquired using a distal large inversion slab (a) during the application of tagging; (b) then a saturation slab is applied (c) to
obtain the control image after the same delay time TI where the tagged venous spins enter the control image. e ASL dierence image
(control−label) includes the tagged venous spins, which are negative and appear as focal dark spots. Static tissue spins are shown as green
arrows and tagged blood water is shown as blue arrows.
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reasons: rst, PCASL and CASL have longer labelling du-
rations than PASL, so they each provide a larger tagged
blood volume with a higher SNR in consequence; second,
both CASL/PCASL and PASL have spatial gaps between the
label and image planes; this gap (the transition zone width) is
larger for PASL because the label plane of the CASL/PCASL
is located at the distal end unlike that in PASL (Figure 12).
PASL also simultaneously inverts the whole slab unlike
the CASL/PCASL, which tags the owing blood as it crosses
the tag plane. In other words, tagged blood from the
CASL/PCASL takes less time to travel from the tagging slab
to the image of interest (the transition zone width). As
a result, CASL/PCASL will suer less T1 decay and thus oer
higher SNR than PASL [22].
PCASL also surpasses CASL due to two additional ad-
vantages. MT eects are almost entirely eliminated through
PCASL, while the long RF pulse used in CASL results in
additional MT eects and can promote subtraction errors.
e solutions that are oered in response to this issue can
also lead to a reduction in labelling e«ciency. In contrast,
PCASL utilises a strong gradient during the application of
the RF pulses that results in the RF pulses becoming further
o-resonance relative to the imaging region. is eectively
reduces the MT eects and enhances labelling e«ciency.
CASL also requires application of a continuous RF pulse that
is particularly short and high powered. is pulse type re-
quires a modied RF amplier that is not available in most
current clinical imaging systems. In comparison, PCASL
RF pulses can be implemented on present RF amplier
systems [22, 39]. us, PCASL won the preference and is
recommended by the white paper [22] (it is a summary for
the recommended ASL implementation with the consensus
of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine (ISMRM) and the European ASL in dementia
consortium).
5. Technical Considerations for
CBF Quantification
ASL image quality is aected by several intrinsic parameters
(physical and physiological) that can confuse the relation-
ship between the obtained signal and the perfusion value.
ese intrinsic parameters should be considered and un-
derstood in order to select the most appropriate extrinsic
parameters and labelling approach. ese intrinsic param-
eters include MT eects, transit delay (ow velocity de-
pendent), local T1 relaxation time, arterial bolus width, and
labelling e«ciency. MT eects have been previously men-
tioned, and ways to adjust the procedures to minimise these



























































































Figure 8: A drawing showing the ow-sensitive inversion pulse (FAIR) mechanism. A labelling image is acquired using a large inversion
slab, (a) during application of the nonselective slice pulse; (b) the tagged image is obtained after a delay time (TI) and contains tagged
owing spins from arteries and veins. A control image is acquired using the same inversion pulse in a slice-selective (a). e slice selected is
larger than the image slice (b). e control image is obtained after TI. e ASL dierence image (control−label) shows the tagged venous
spins as bright signals. Static tissue spins are shown as green arrows and tagged blood water as blue arrows.
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Arterial transit time or arrival time refers to the time
taken for the labelled blood water to reach the imaging plane.
Transition of the tagged blood water through the vessels
varies depending on the vessels’ size, length, and tortuosity
(Figure 13). ASL signals may vary in intensity due to this
variety of transit times even when they provide the same
blood perfusion. In order to reduce the sensitivity of CBF
quantication to transit time, Alsop and Detre introduced
the idea of a postlabelling delay (PLD) [40] to allow the
tagged bolus to reach the imaging plane. As the tagged bolus
travels to the tissue of interest, it loses some tagging via T1
decay (Figure 13). Moreover, both transit time and T1 decay
are on the order of seconds, so T1 and transit time are
competing constant times that should be considered when
determining the PLD.
To add a delay to the pulse sequence and allow all the
tagged spins to arrive, the duration of the arterial bolus must
be controlled. is duration (bolus width) is dened as the
total time required for all the tagged blood water to leave the
tagging plane. In CASL, the duration of the arterial bolus is
well dened, being equal to the RF pulse duration. In this
case, the tagging band consists of a thin line with continuous
labelling (long RF pulse) where the owing spins are
inverted as they cross this line.us, once the RF pulse stops,
all the tagged blood leaves this labelling line. Consequently,
if the CBF increases, there is also an increase in the amount
of the tagged blood water crossing the labelling plane, which
is reected on the ASL image as an increase of the signal
intensity; the opposite reaction is seen with a decrease in
the CBF.
On the other hand, in PASL, the duration of the arterial



































































































Figure 9: A drawing showing the mechanism for proximal inversion with a control for o-resonance eect (PICORE) mechanism. e
labelling image is acquired using a large inversion slab (a) during application of proximal tagging; (b) a saturation slab is placed on the
imaging plane in order to remove tagging contamination; (c) the tagged image is obtained after a delay time (TI) where the tagged blood
water leaves the labelled plane and starts diusing from intravascular vessels into tissue at the image plane during arterial arrival time. e
control image is acquired using (a) a shifted RF pulse with no gradient; (b) a saturation slab followed by (c) obtains the control image after
the same delay time TI. e ASL dierence image (control−label), unlike those in EPISTAR and FAIR, does not involve any tagged venous













Series of RF pulse
Figure 10: A drawing showing the composition of the labelling
plane of pseudocontinuous arterial spin labelling (PCASL). e
unbalanced gradient produce ≈1mT/m on average and the RF
pulses also produce a B1≈ 1mT/m on average. e blue arrows
represent the owing blood water before and after inversion.
Dierent colour gradients and RF pulses represent the amplitude
increases and the adjusted RF pulse phases, respectively.
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a specic volume with short duration. It produces a x
volume of the tagging blood water regardless of any increase
or decrease in the CBF. In order to distinguish between high
and low CBF, a saturation pulse can be applied over the
labelling plan after blood water labelling (TI1) to cuto the
tagging tail (Figure 14).is produces a dened tagged bolus
in time rather space. us, if the CBF increases, the volume
of labelled blood also increases, leaving the tagging volume
as that produced before the cuto. is technique is known
as quantitative image of perfusion using a single subtraction
(QUIPSS II) [41]. For QUIPSS II to yield a quantitative ow
image, two conditions must be satised: (1) the saturation
pulse must be applied before all of the tagged spins have left
the tagging band so thatTI1<tagged bolus; (2) the delay after
the saturation pulse must be long enough for all the arterial
tagged spins to reach the tissue voxel so that TI−TI1> the
transit delay. A similar technique used to improve the ac-
curacy of the perfusion measurement is known as QUIPSS II
with thin slice TI1 periodic saturation (Q2TIPS) [42]. It
replaces the single saturation pulse with a thin slice periodic
train of saturation pulses at the distal end of the tagging slab.
e dierence in arterial blood magnetisation imme-
diately after a perfect inversion pulse is 2M0a. However, this
is not the case as the ASL tagging approaches have some
inversion deciency. e ratio between the actual ASL
dierence image with imperfect inversion to the perfect
2M0a is referred to as the labelling e«ciency, α [43, 44]. Each
labelling approach oers a dierent ratio of labelling e«-
ciency, which can be taken into account during the calcu-
lation of the CBF.
6. Improving the SNR
Image quality increases as the SNR increases, yet ASL images
suer from poor SNR as an inherent problem. Usually in
MRI, the SNR is increased by strengthening the signals
received and/or reducing the noise. is can be taken into
account in ASL by considering the SNR impact factors
including the hardware used, acquisition parameters, and
the application of special techniques.
6.1.HardwareConsiderations. In MRI, a high magnetic eld
results in signals quadratically increases while the noise
increases linearly [45]. Acquiring ASL images under a high
magnetic eld will therefore elevate the SNR because it
produces high magnetisation as well as lengthening the T1
relaxation time of blood [46]. However, this benet comes
with some disadvantages. e magnetic eld’s homogeneity
decreases as its strength increases; additionally, elevated eld
strength coexists with B1 increase and the subsequent in-
crease of RF power deposition. Despite these disadvantages,
a high magnetic eld can still be useful to overcome low eld
strength limitations [47].
Coil type also aects the received signals’ quality and
strength. Multichannel receiver coils are recommended [22]
because these allow data to be received from several channels
and hence boost ASL SNR. In addition, they enable accel-
eration of the imaging using parallel imaging.
6.2. Acquisition Parameters and Special Techniques.
Generally, a large voxel size results in a high SNR because the
large voxel contains more protons and provides stronger
signals. However, it reduces the spatial resolution, can cause
blurring of the image details, and introduces a partial volume
eect. is eect among the ASL images causes perfusion










G z Series of RF pulse
Figure 11: A drawing showing the composition of the control pulse
sequence of pseudocontinuous arterial spin labelling (PCASL). e
balanced gradient produces zero on average, and the alternating RF
pulses produce a B1 that is also zero on average.e blue and green























Figure 12: A drawing showing the dierence between the tag plane
of the CASL/PCASL and that of PASL.
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the grey matter (GM) and overestimation of the white matter
(WM) perfusion [48]. e reason for this shortcoming is the
lower blood ow and longer transit time of the blood in the
WM compared to the GM; notably, the perfusion in WM
ranges from one-tenth to one-third of the GM values. As
a result, WM produces lower perfusion signals than GM. e
recommended voxel size is therefore 3 to 4mm inplane and 4
to 8mm through plane [22] as a compromise between im-
proved SNR and the required image clarity.
Increasing the averaging number by acquiring repeated
control and label images can also strengthen ASL signals.
However, this lengthens the scan time and introduces
motion artefacts. e lengthened scan time can be reduced
and hence the motion artefact by using parallel acceleration
via undersampling the K space, but as this acceleration can
limit the SNR, a moderate acceleration is recommended,
with a factor of 2 to 3 [22]. e introduced artefacts can be
overcome during acquisition via background suppression
and by acquiring the repeated images in an interleaved
pattern. is pattern helps us to reduce the misregistration
artefact that may be introduced during image subtraction,
and the remaining motion artefact can be further reduced
during preprocessing via coregistration.
As previously mentioned, ASL signals improve through
the use of low spatial resolution (large voxel) and increase of
the averaging. However, these processes result in signal
uctuation due to physiological noise and motion artefact.
Static tissues are dominating the source of the noise and
artefact. us, the SNR can be elevated through reduction of
the static tissue using inversion pulses after the labelling
pulse which is referred to background suppression (BS)
[50, 51]. Here, it is important to notice that after the labelling
pulse, the inverted spins go back to equilibriumwith T1 time
constant, as well as the dierence value (control−label)
decays toward zero in the same time constant.us, the BS is
applied globally and hence does not aect the dierence
value. Nevertheless, typical BS e«ciency is 95%, which means
that every inversion pulse used will distort the ASL signals by
approximately 5% [51]. Moreover, using BS in the multislice
imaging method or the methods that use multiexcitation
pulses per repetition time TR will have dierent eectiveness
levels across the slices. In contrast, this technique is more
e«cient among the imaging methods that are using one
excitation per TR such as single slice 2D, single-shot 3D, or
segmented 3D. In terms of segmented 3D imaging methods,
the technique remains important; however, not only to en-
hance the SNR but to remove the ghosting artefact (motion
artefact resulting from phase inconsistencies between the
segments).
ASL image quality is most signicantly aected by the
volume of labelled blood water reaching the extravascular
space. As this volume increases, ASL SNR increases. In
CASL/PCASL methods, this volume is determined by the
labelling duration, which in turn is limited by the T1 re-
laxation of brain tissue, especially T1a-relaxation. Labelling
duration much longer than T1a relaxation will be with di-
minishing returns since the advantage of adding newly la-
belled blood will be oset by the loss of signal due to
T1a-relaxation from earlier spin labelling.e corresponding
loss of SNR and long TR would require more image averages
to obtain the same SNR, making the experiment impractical.
A labelling duration of 1800ms has been recommended as
a compromise between increasing the SNR, power deposition,
and to preserve the SNR in case of long ATT, whilst balancing
loss of signal due to T1a decays at 3T [22].
On the other hand, the labelled bolus volume of the
PASL is determined by the labelling slab size, and hence this
should be kept as large as possible. However, the labelling
slab thickness is limited by three factors. Increasing the slab
















Figure 13: A drawing showing various arterial arrival times depending on the vessel structure (a) during labelling, (b) during the rst transit
time after labelling, and (c) during the second transit time following labelling. Notice how the tagged bolus loses tagging via T1 decay, which
















Figure 14: is drawing shows the QUIPSS II technique and its particular conditions. e rst condition is satised (a-b) TI1< tagged
bolus, and the second condition is that TI−TI1> the transit delay.
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during this long transition, the tagged spins will lose signal.
(e size of the RF transmit coil also limits the possible slab
thickness. Finally, B1 from the RF transmit coil falls of far
from the isocentre, so the blood water at the coil edges will
only be partially inverted, and this will aﬀect labelling ef-
ﬁciency. Additionally, these partially inverted spins will need
a longer time to washout from the labelling slab. (is
washout necessitates a long TR before the next tagging pulse,
which reduces the time eﬃciency. A slab thickness of 15–
20 cm has been recommended to balance these factors.
7. Further Parameters beyond the CBF
Acquiring the ASL images at single time point provides
absolute quantiﬁcation, but this method is sensitive to transit
time. As aforementioned, this sensitivity can be reduced by
using a postlabelling delay in CASL/PCASL or by using
QUIPSS II/Q2TIPS in PASL. Additional perfusion parame-
ters can also be extracted from the ASL images. By collecting
the ASL images at multiple delay time points, information
about the ﬂow and the labelling delay times can be gathered.
In this way, it becomes possible to measure the transit time
and the bolus duration beside the CBF [52–56] by ﬁtting the
acquired images at multiple time points to the general kinetic
model.
In addition, using ASLmodel-free allows measurement of
arterial blood volume (aBV) [57] by acquiring the ASL image
at multiple time points with and without a crusher gradient.
(is enables estimation of the local arterial input function
(AIF) by subtraction of the acquired perfusion images with
and without the crusher. Consequently, deconvolution of the
tissue perfusion signals curve with the AIF curve can provide
the residue function (the amplitude of which simply reﬂects
the CBF), while the aBV can be estimated by integration of
the AIFs.
8. Conclusion
ASL advantages compared to other MRI perfusion methods,
include its noninvasive character, no need for exogenous
contrast agent, and absolute CBF quantiﬁcation. Despite these
remarkable advantages, ASL has not yet replaced the other
invasive MR perfusion modalities on a widescale. (is is
mostly due to the low SNR. (is makes the method ideal for
vulnerable patient populations including children, post-
treatment oncological patients who have no tolerance for
high-rate contrast injections and diﬃcult venous access, and
patients suﬀering from renal insuﬃciency.
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